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Halse, Kirsten 
- - " -- - -- - -- - - - - - < -- -- 

From: Janette Tucker [jtucker@jtfinanceplus.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 1 March 2007 457  PM 

To: Adjudication 

Subject: Re MFAA Membership 

Last year I started a new business and proceeded to become a member of the FBAA my regulatory body 
of CHOICE and as I am the Regional Representative for the area supporting the group I belong to. 

After doing what I thought to be correct was told at a later date to operate with the company I specifically 
started the new business for, was told to be able to submit loans through them the business needed to have 
MlAA Membership (now MFAA) 

This realised an actual cost of some EXTRA $2000 for my company to pay to have the business and it's 
designated loans writers to be able to write loans with this company. As there was no refund on offer from the 
FBAA I had to bear this cost. This is not CHOICE it's standover tactic. 

Most lenders bar the lender in question (Macquarie Bank) accepted FBAA membership and allows us to write 
business. I was of the opinion I as a broker did not have a CHOICE to be able to operate with this company 
because of these requirements. 

However there are some lenders who require the MFAA Compliance Pack to be completed to grant 
accreditation ... always being sent back to the MFAA website. After completing Cert IV and needing to do a 
Compliance Pack as well although I am totally in favour and strongly support training to the highest level 
possible I feel is over the top revenue raiser and hardly OPTIONAL as they promote. 

I WANT CHOICE not to be told who I have to be a member of just to be able to do business! 

Regards 

Janette Tucker 

Director 

Janette Tucker Finance Plus 
Ph: (U2) 6921 6639 
Fax: (02) 6921 8009 
Mob: 041 9 227 563 
27 Forsyth Street, Wagga Wagga NSW 2650 

FINANCE PLUS ~nfi~fi.h~.itfinancepl us.corn more information 

"Tlrinkiny finance ...... think Finance Plus" 


